IT Solutions

CionSystems Summary
Senior executives need IT solutions that address their concerns. Reliability, cost
effectiveness, scalability and compliance are just a few considerations.

CIONSYSTEMS PRODUCTS

CionSystems solutions are designed with you in mind. We help you prove compliance, manage the cost and
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complexity of deployment, and increase the effectiveness of you staff. We understand you don’t want to worry
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about your infrastructure, and with us you don’t have to. In our approach, we ensure the “high availability” needed
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for your critical Active Directory.
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Here at CionSystems we know the pressures you face: Doing more with less. The ever-increasing complexities

System Information and

found in new technologies. Finding and retaining the right talent. The constant changes in business needs and
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requirements. Complying with audit and regulatory standards.

Remote Manger
CionSystems is truly a different company and has no equal in the Active Directory space. The differences begin
at the top with the overall approach to the Directory Services business. We are not just offering products- we offer
complete solutions to ensure your infrastructure health so you can focus on your core business.

How can we help?
•

We facilitate regulatory compliance. Using our solutions you can cost-effectively enforce and prove
compliance with IT audit and regulatory requirements.

•

We help reduce cost. From decreasing Help Desk calls to streamlining Directory Services, you’ll lower IT
cost through efficient staff usage and effective infrastructure management.

•

We save you time. With a simple deployment process and intuitive interface, we increase efficiency by
automating repeatable IT administration tasks.

•

Increased security. Our solutions will help your IT organization enforce internal policies and eliminate
potential security risks such as expired accounts, unauthorized users and misaligned privileges.

•

Improved business responsiveness- You can ensure the employee productivity through immediate access to
key applications and systems

•
For more information on any of

making things easier for your IT organization so they can respond faster to the changing business

our products or services
please visit us on the Web at:
www.CionSystems.com

We simplify your IT environment. New deployments can add unwanted complexity. Our solutions focus on

requirements.
•

We are Active Directory experts. Your core business is not managing Directory Services. Our solutions allow
you to eliminate distractions and focus your staff on what really matters: your business.
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CionSystems helps by delivering a comprehensive systems management application suite that includes
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monitoring, reporting, management, analysis, diagnostics and auditing. We have found a unique way to reduce
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the expense and specialization that in-house IT must endure. The end result is a shift of shrinking IT budgets to
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focus on innovative, new applications that drive business efficiency and profitability.
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